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A first insight | Visitors of festivals and events

Note from the authors
Denis Doeland / Marcel Pantera

In conjunction with the article ‘A reflection on the event industry in a post-Corona era’ we commenced a tentative
survey among visitors and fans of festivals, clubs and events.
Setting up a survey generally takes longer than the period that we took to set up this first survey. The research that is
discussed above is intended to sketch an initial image of the possible impact of the coronavirus on the festival industry.
During the survey, respondents stated that they require more in-depth questions and would like to see answers to
other questions which were not featured in the survey.
We expect that the coronavirus crisis will continue to have an effect on festivals and events for now. That is the reason
why we will continue to carry out research with new or additional questions. We also want to share new insights
regularly, and correlate these to previous research results.
First a quick recap of the types of visitors from the article, followed by the initial tentative insights.
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Different types of visitors
In the article 5 types are presented

๏ The Fearful: I will stay at home for now.
๏ The Cautious: I want to go but will do thorough research before I go and I want to know
exactly who will attend, and what will happen.
๏ The Relevant: I will attend, but I want to know how this event relates to my environment
and my loved ones.
๏ The Participant: I will only go if I can/may be part of the experience.
๏ The FOMO party goer: I celebrate life, it’s all about fun.
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Insights
An overview of various generations

Insights
All generations

• The visitors of festivals and events have typified
themselves as: Fearful (9 percent), Cautious (23
percent), Relevant (31 percent), Participant (19
percent) and FOMO party goer (18 percent)

• 94 percent will miss the festivals this summer
• Approximately half of the respondents (46

percent) believe that nothing will be the same as
before

• The going out experience has changed for 44
percent of the respondents

• 49 percent of respondents is of the opinion that
going out has changed for the people in their
circles, and for their friends

Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680

• With 1 in 3 respondents, the coronavirus will

influence their choice of which festival to attend

• However, 81 percent will attend a festival as
soon as this is permitted.

• For three in four respondents the size of the
festival is not important

• Significant diﬀerences between the various
generations are visible

• Please note: 88 percent of respondents are from
generation X and Y. Generation Z is currently
underrepresented in this survey with 2 percent.
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Boomers/Lost generation
1945 - 1970
any babies were born after the war, so this generation formed a
very large group in terms of numbers. Due to the fact that baby
boomers have only ever experienced a rise in welfare, they could
focus on self-development and enjoy the morality of freedom. Their
children are the Generation X or Generation Y. Generation Y coined the
term Boomer.

M

The Lost generation entered the labour market during the Oil crisis until the
early 1980s. For many, this meant that it was diﬃcult to find work and they
started out on benefits. This generation had to fight in the labour market
against the Boomers above them. We have combined the results of these
two generations (the Baby boomers and the Lost generation).

The Boomers/Lost generation remains unconvinced that everything
will return to how it was. Only one third believes this. One in 3 will
first wait 6 to 12 months before deciding to visit a festival or event.

Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Insights
Boomers/Lost generation (1945-1970)

• In these generations, the FOMO party goers

• More than half even believe that the

• The Cautious and the Relevant make up 70

• For 4 in 10 the coronavirus has aﬀected the

• They are not completely convinced that

• Two thirds will attend festivals and events

do not primarily set the tone, there is a large
number of Fearful present
percent of the generation

everything will be as it was. Only one in three
believes this

• The going out experience has changed for
almost half

experience has changed for people in their
circles, and for their friends
choice of festival they attend
when it is permitted again

• 1 in 3 will first wait for 6 - 12 months before
deciding to attend a festival or event

• One third of the generation feels more

comfortable with a smaller festival (less than
5,000 visitors)

Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Generation X
1971 - 1985

T

he advent of the pill led to less babies being born, and
because of this Generation X children received more attention
from their parents. Their lives were characterised by selfdevelopment and self-actualisation. Generation X is the first generation
that completely bought into education. The internet was embraced by
the wider public when this generation grew older.

Generation X is slightly more convinced than the Boomers/Lost
generation that everything will return to how it was. Almost 40
percent are of this opinion. For more than 70 percent, the size of the
festival or event does not affect their choice.

Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Insights
Generation X (1971-1985)

• Generation X primarily consists of visitors
of the Cautious, Relevant and Participant
types

• Just like all other generations they will
really miss the festivals this summer

• They are somewhat more convinced than

the Boomers/Lost generation that
everything will return to how it was. Almost
40 percent believes this

• For only one third, the virus has aﬀected
the choice of which festival to attend

• Almost 80 percent will attend festivals and
events as soon as this is permitted

• For more than 70 percent the size of the
festival or event does not impact their
choice

• They see that the going out experience has
changed for them, but also for the people
in their circles and for their friends

Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Generation Y
1986 - 2000

T

his generation was born before the advent of the internet and
grew up with it since the mid-90s. This means they are very
well acquainted with the internet. These Millennials feel
unique, self-assured and from a slightly more negative perspective,
appear to be rather spoiled. Millennials want to be authentic, special
and creative. They have learnt that anything is possible. This creates
major expectations, causing excessive mental problems such as burnout and anxiety disorders.
1 in 4 Millennials is a FOMO party goer. Millennials miss festivals and
events most. Their own going out experience has changed, but they
also see that through the people in their circles and through their
friends. Almost 90 percent will immediately attend festivals and
events when permitted.

Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Insights
Generation Y (1986-2000)

• There are least visitors of the Fearful type

among the Millennials. The other types are
roughly equally split with a slight Relevant
majority

• 1 in 4 is a FOMO party goer
• This generation misses the festivals and events
the most

• They see that going out has changed for them,

• For two thirds of the generation, the virus has

not aﬀected their choice of which festival they
attend

• Almost 90 percent will immediately attend
festivals and events when permitted

• Only 15 percent feel more comfortable at

smaller festivals (less than 5,000 visitors). For
83 percent the size does not aﬀect their choice

but also for the people in their circles and for
their friends

Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Generation Z
2001 - 2015
eneration Z has never known a world without the internet, therefore
seeing the internet as self-evident. This generation is also called
Digital Natives. This generation characterises itself by doing everything
at the same time: Watching Netflix and listening to music simultaneously, or
viewing YouTube videos while sending WhatsApp messages. This leads to
excellent English language skills, communicating at a high level.

G

Generation Z is of the general consensus that it will never return to
what it was. The generation appears to primarily consist of Relevant
visitors. The question arising from this is whether they are influenced
by the Boomers/Lost generation, and X and Y, where they originate
from.

Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Insights
Generation Z (2001–2015)

• Generation Z is still rather underrepresented in

• Opinions are split when it concerns the influence

• Generation Z is of the general consensus that it

• The same appears to be the case for when they

the results of the survey. Despite this, an image
can still be formed
will never return to what it was. The generation
appears to primarily consist of Relevant visitors.
The question arising from this is whether they
are influenced by the Boomers/Lost generation,
and generations X and Y, where they originate
from.

of the virus on the choice of which festival to
attend.

are able to attend festivals and events again.
Fifty percent will attend immediately, while 47
percent will wait for 6 to 12 months.

• More than 40 percent appear to feel more
comfortable at a smaller festival

• Out of all generations they are most convinced

that the going out experience has changed for
them, for the people in their circles and for their
friends.

Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Graphics
An overview of different generations

Type of visitor
All generations | Boomers/Lost | Gen X | Gen Y | Gen Z
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Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Type of visitor
All generaties | Boomers/Lost | Gen X | Gen Y | Gen Z - What type of visitor are you?
The Fearful

The Cautious

The Relevant

The Participant

FOMO-Party goer
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Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Missing festivals
All generations | Boomers/Lost | Gen X | Gen Y | Gen Z - I will really miss festivals this summer
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No opinion
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Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Everything the same
All generations | Boomers/Lost | Gen X | Gen Y | Gen Z - I believe that everything will get back to the way it was
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Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Own experience
All generations | Boomers/Lost | Gen X | Gen Y | Gen Z – My experience of going out has changed
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Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Experience of others
All generations | Boomers/Lost | Gen X | Gen Y | Gen Z – The experience of going out has changed for the people in my circles, and for my friends
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Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Influence of virus
All generations | Boomers/Lost | Gen X | Gen Y | Gen Z – The coronavirus influences the choice of festivals that I attend
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Data: The big coronavirus survey 2020 | n = 1.680
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Time until going out
All generations | Boomers/Lost | Gen X | Gen Y | Gen Z - How long will it take before you will go to an event again?
I will attend a large event when it is permitted again

I will wait for 6 -12 months before attending a large event

I will wait for 1- 2 years before attending a large event

I don’t really feel the need to attend a large event anymore
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Influence of size
All generations | Boomers/Lost | Gen X | Gen Y | Gen Z – The size of an event is an important factor in my choice to attend a festival
When a festival is too large (5000+) for me, I will not attend anymore

I feel more comfortable at a smaller (5000-) festival

The size of a festival does not aﬀect my decision to go or not
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Denis Doeland
Business & Industry Hacker
Denis Doeland can best be described as follows: Author, Blogger, Business & Industry Hacker, Disruptor, Maven,
Numerati, Speaker, Transformer. Denis is advisor to organisations in sport, media and entertainment in the area of
intellectual property, data, social media and digital strategy. In addition to advisor he a is guest lecturer for various
Colleges and Universities. In his most recent book entitled ‘Digital Assets’ he portrays how organisations can release
their strengths, power and potential using data.
“For every organisation, the application of new technology should lead to more efficient and effective processes, the
development of new services and products, increased turnover and added value. When you as an organisation are equipped to
make the three core elements (strength, power and potential) of the digital assets more transparent, the (digital) change process
for people in an organisation will be very clear: there is a clear direction for the digital change. This is essential. Certainly now, but
also in the post-coronavirus era.”

Marcel Pantera
Show Director & Mood Manager
Marcel Pantera is an autonomous out-of-the-box thinker and owner of Treat. An agency for concepts and
strategy in the entertainment industry. With more than 30 years of experience, he is now a specialist in the area of
Mood Management and the ultimate Guest Experience.
“Human beings are by nature social animals and have been looking for union and entertainment since the beginning of time.
Having spent over 30 years in the event industry I know my way around in both of these disciplines. As Mood Manager and
Show Director I’m not afraid to call myself a specialist when it comes to what people want, how they behave and what they
do in the time leading up to, during and after an event. My extensive experience as an autonomous out-of-the-box thinker is
now more useful than ever in both disciplines because the entertainment industry has been hit hard, very hard. So, it’s
important as an entrepreneur to look at the future of events and hospitality.”

Disclaimer
———————————
This report is made by DDMCA and Treat based on data and information gathered
form a survey conducted by Denis Doeland and Marcel Pantera. DDMCA and Treat
used its best efforts to take all actions and to do all things necessary, proper, or
advisable to consummate, make effective, and comply with the result of the
outcome of this report. DDMCA and Treat will not be liable in respect of any
business losses, including without limitation loss of or damage to profits, income,
revenue, business, contracts, commercial opportunities or goodwill.
This publication is issued under Dutch copyright law and may not be reproduced,
distributed, transmitted, displayed, published or broadcast without the prior written
permission of DDMCA and Treat the owner of the issued content. You may not alter
or remove any trademark, copyright or other notice from copies of the content
without prior written permission.
This is a translation of the original Dutch report ‘Het grote corona-onderzoek 2020’
done by Paul Sparkes of Bright Spark Media.
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